Jacobinski [9] proved that (up to isomorphism) D(A) is independent of the choice of A'. We shall show here that the calculation of D(A) can often be carried out by using an analog of Milnor's Mayer-Vietoris sequence (see Bass [I] and Milnor [12] ). Milnor's sequence arises in the following context: Let us start with a pullback diagram of rings A ------+A, b-1 *I 1 91 , (l-1) _.
(1,---+/l 9'2 where each map is a ring homomorphism preserving the identity element. This means that we may identify A with a subring of A, i A, , namely, We call A the pullback or jibre product of A, and A, , relative to the maps vl, vs . We shall assume throughout this paper that at least one of the maps 9% and ~a is surjective. Under this hypothesis, Milnor showed that the following Mayer-Vietoris sequence is exact Given a pullback diagram (l.l), we shall denote ~~{u@l~)} by u*(d,), i = 1,2, so u*(AJ is a subgroup of z@). Likewise, GL,*(d,) will denote the image of GL,(A,) in GL,(il).
The following hypotheses will remain in force throughout this article. HYPOTHESES 1.8. Let R be a Dedekind ring whose quotient field K is an algebraic number field, and let A be a semisimple Jinite dimensional K-algebra. Let A be an R-order in A such that K . A = A, and suppose that A is given by a pullback diagram (1 .l) in which each Ai is an R-order in a K-algebra Ai , i = 1, 2. Assume that d is an R-torsion R-algebra, and that at least one of the maps TV+ and q'z is surjective.
We shall say that the algebra A satisfies the Eichler condition if no simple component of A is a totally definite quatemion algebra (see [9, 151) . In this case, we shall show that there is an exact sequence When A is commutative, the algebra A automatically satisfies the Eichler condition, and it will follow from (1.9) that the sequence (1.12) Section 7 will be devoted to several computational examples illustrating the usefulness of the above sequences. Finally, in Section 8, we shall prove the following result: As G ranges over any collection of abelian groups of composite order such that 1 G ] -+ co, also ] D(ZG)I -+ co. This was conjectured by Frohlich [5] for G ranging over abelianp-groups, and was recently proved by him independently for that case.
LOCALLY FREE LATTICES
In the products below, let P range over all maximal ideals of R, and let Rp be the localization of R at P, and I?, its P-adic completion. For the purposes of this article, it does not matter whether we use Rp or &. , the point being that if X is any left A-lattice then Rp OR X is free if and only if & OR X is free (see [3] ). With a slight abuse of terminology, therefore, we shall define the id&le group of A to be J(A) = ((Q) E l-j u(A) : ap E a&) a.e. I.
Here, u(A) denotes the group of units of A, and "a.e." means "almost everywhere," that is, for all but a finite number of maximal ideals P.
We embed u(A) in J(A) diagonally, obtaining the subgroup A* of principal ideles. Finally, let U(A) be the group of unit ideles, defined by Now let X be any locally free left A-lattice in A. Then for each P, we may write X, = A+ for some x, E u(A), and of course x, is determined only up to a left factor from rQ&.). Hence X uniquely determines a coset U(A) + (Q.) in J(A). Further, if we are interested only in the A-isomorphism class of X, then we may replace X by Xa, where a E u(A). Hence the.class of X uniquely determines the double coset U(A) * (xp) * A* in J(A).
Conversely, given any such double coset, let (xp) be any element thereof. Then A,+ = A, a.e., and hence if we set x = (-) APXP , P then X is a A-lattice in A for which X, = Apxp (see [2] ). This proves the following THEOREM 2.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of A-isommphism classes of local@ free A-lattices in A, and the set of (U(A), A*)-doubZe cosets in J(A).
This result is well known, of course; see, for example, Faddeev [4] or Takahashi [20] .
FIBRE PRODUCTS
As usual, we shall embed n in K OR I& and shall denote the latter ring by KA; thus A = RX. Likewise, we set Al = IGli, i = 1, 2. Now let P range over the maximal ideals of the Dedekind ring R. Keeping the hypotheses 1.8, we may "localize" diagram ( Therefore, for (h, , X,) E A, we have
We choose once and for all a maximal R-order Ai in A* containing Ai, i = 1,2, and set A' = A,' q A,'. Then A' is a maximal R-order in A containing A, and we have ACA, + A,CA,' j-A,' = A'CA.
Suppose now that X is a free A-lattice with free basis {bk}. Clearly (for i = 1, 2), Ai @A X is A,-free with basis (1 @ b,}, and A @A X is A-free with basis (1 @ b,}. There is a natural embedding of X in the A-module KX.
Under this embedding, we may identify A, on X with A,X, the Ar-submodule of KX generated by {x1 : (xi , zs) E X}. Likewise, A, @A X =A,X, where A,X is the A,-submodule of KX generated by second components of elements of X. In particular, then, A,X=~'A,-eb,, A,X = c' A, -(1 -e) b, , k k which exhibits each A,X as a free Ai-submodule of KX.
The preceding discussion implies at once that if X is any projective A-lattice, not necessarily free, then each At an X is A,-projective, and d On X is a-projective.
Just as above, we may identify Ai @A X with A,,X computed within KX. Moreover, if X is locally free, then each Ai @A X is a locally free Ai-lattice, and d @A X is a locally free A-lattice.
(Indeed, iJ@A X is ii-free, since d is an R-torsion R-algebra, and is therefore semilocal).
We have denoted by C(A) the locally free class group of A. It 
Note that f" is an isomorphism, and that f is induced by f '. Proof. It suffices to show that f' is epic. Let Y be any locally free A-lattice; then Y is in the same genus as a free n-lattice. The arguments in Swan [17] (see also Swan-Evans [19] ) then imply that for some locally free A-lattice X in A. Furthermore, if X and X' are any pair of locally free A-lattices in A, there exists another such lattice X" for which X c X' E A -i-X". This implies at once that every element of C ( with Xi a locally free &lattice in Ai . In order to prove that f' is epic, we need only determine a locally free A-lattice X in A such that (3.4) For each P, we may write Then for almost all P, we have Now x, and yp are determined only up to unit factors; hence, at each maximal ideal P for which (3.6) holds, we may in fact choose x, = 1 E A, , yp = 1 E A, , and set zip = (xp , yP) = 1 in A. On the other hand, at the finite number of P's where (3.6) fails to hold true, we use the fact that A = A, -j-A, in order to choose an element vp E u(A) such that up = (xp , yp). Thus up e u(A) for each P, and zip = (xp , yp) E u(AP) almost everywhere. Setting it follows from Section 2 that X is a A-lattice in A such that X, = Apwp . Thus, X is locally free, and it remains for us to check (3.4). We already know that A, On X g d,X, and we see readily that (1,X = X, inside KX, since at each P we have the identifications Thus A,X = XI , and similarly AsX = Xs . Thus (3.4) is established, and the lemma is proved.
ACTION OF AUTOMORPHISMS ON FIBRE PRODUCTS
Some of the material in the next two sections may be found in Bass [l] and Milnor [12] . For the benefit of the reader, however, we have included here most of the relevant proofs and details, especially since they are somewhat simpler in our special case. We shah continue to assume that hypotheses (1.8) hold, and we shah automatically make the identifications described in (3.1) and the paragraphs following (3.1).
Let X be any projective A-lattice, and apply the exact functor 1 @A X to the pullback diagram (1.1). This gives a new pullback diagram (4.1) in which A, On X is A,-projective, A, On X is As-projective, and
We shall see below that the process may be reversed: starting with projective &lattices Xi , i = 1, 2, such that we can construct a projective A-lattice X as the fibre product of XI and X, relative to 0. For the most part, we shall restrict our attention to the case of primary interest to us, namely that in which the modules involved are locally free.
LEMMA 4.4. For i = 1, 2, let X, be a localbfiee A,-lattice, ad set X3 = ii On, X, . Suppose that X1 and Ir, are ii-isomorphic, and let 6: 1, g X2 be a
ii-&morphism. Then dejne a A-lattice X by the pullback diagram In other words, set x = ((x1 , x2): xi E x, ) es1 = z2), (4.6) where So is the image of xi in X, . Then X is a locally free A-lattice such that Ad@JAXGXi, i = 1,2. Indeed, h w en we identifr X with a submodule of X1 j-X, , and identifr A, On X with A,X in KX, we have equalities
Proof. The maps #i , v'i in (1 .l) permit US to view each Xi and Xi as A-module. The isomorphism 8, and the maps X, -+ Xi (i = 1,2) in (4.5), are then A-homomorphisms. Hence, the pullback module X defined above is automatically a A-module. The action of A on X is given by the formula PI > Mx, 9 x2> = GM 7 ~,x,), 6% , A,) E 4 (Xl ,x2) c x.
Since Xl and Xa are R-torsion, when we tensor (4. Furthermore, we shall identify A, @,, X with AiX, computed inside KX. Thus A,X is the A,-submodule of KX generated by {Xl : (Xl , x2) E x for some xp E Xa}.
Clearly ArX C X, . Likewise, we write A, @A X = A, * XC X, . Now localize the diagram (4.5) at an arbitrary maximal ideal P of R. Rather than write the subscript P repeatedly, let us change notation and assume for the time being that R is a discrete valuation ring. Since each Xi was assumed locally free, we may write where the {ZQ} and (vi> are free bases. Therefore, where the (c~} are the images in Xr of the elements {Us}, and hence are a free A-basis of XI . Likewise, the {flj} are a free d-basis of X2 . By hypothesis, there exists a ji-isomorphism 0: XI E Xa . Since the number of elements in a free if-basis of x1 is an invariant of XI , this shows that m = n. Furthermore, the isomorphism 0 can be specified by its action on the elements {Q. We may write where (.&) is an invertible 71 x n matrix over A. In other words, (&) is an element of G&(A).
Keeping the temporary hypothesis that R is a local ring, we now make use of the underlying hypothesis that at least one of the maps pr and 9)s is epic. Let us suppose that q+ is epic, noting that if instead q+ is epic, then we can give a corresponding proof using 0-l in place of 0. Since A, is a semilocal ring, and :A,+A is epic, it follows easily (see Bass [l, p. 871 ) that ~a induces an ziimorphism GL&ls) ---f G&(A). Hence there exists a A,-automorphism u of X2 such that U(Vi) = f OijVj 9 1 ,(i\(n, where oij = &f ) 1 < i, j < n.
j=l Setting wi = u(q), 1 < i < n, we have It follows from (4.6) that the elements {(ui , wJ: 1 < i < n} form a free d-basis for X. Furthermore, A,X is the A,-submodule of KX generated by the elements {q}, so A,X = X, . Likewise A,X = Xa in KX.
Returning to the global case, let R be any Dedekind ring. The above discussion shows that if Xi and Xa are locally free, and Xi g Xs , then the A-module X defined by (4.6) is also locally free. Furthermore, (&X On the other hand, F g X $ x', where x' is the fibre product of the pair Yi t Z, and Ya i Z, , relative to the isomorphism (7, E-l). Hence X is A-projective, and (4.8) holds true.
Remark 4.9. In proving Lemma 3.3, the crucial step was to show that given locally free &lattices X, in Ai , i = 1,2, there exists a locally free A-lattice X in A such that Ai On X E Xi , i = 1, 2. This result could have been obtained from Lemma 4.3 as follows: Since X, and X, are locally free of rank 1, the /T-modules Xi and 1s are locally isomorphic at each P.
However, since A is a semilocal ring, this implies that there is a /I-isomorphism 8: X1 z Xs . The A-lattice X defined by (4.6) then has the desired properties. It should be noted, however, that in the proof of Lemma 4.4 we used the hypothesis that either pi or 'pa is epic, whereas the proof of (3.3) did not require this hypothesis.
Let us return to the situation given in Lemma 4.4, where X is the fibre product of a pair of locally free lattices X1 and X, relative to an isomorphism 8: x1 g Xa . Let Aut Xa denote the group of iI-automorphisms of X, . Then for each /I E Aut X, , we may define a new cl-lattice ,9X by the pullback diagram1 Given another automorphism F E Aut Xa , we may apply /3' to (4.10) so as to define a new fibre product jY(flX). It is then clear that and indeed j3'(/3X) = @'/3)X as submodules of KX, after the canonical identifications.
We shall apply the above construction to the following case: let X be a given locally free n-lattice, and set
There is then a canonical isomorphism 8: x1 z X2 , given by composition of maps l We caution the reader that we have defined an action of Aut 2% on fibre products of the form (4.5), rather than on n-lattices X themselves.
The pullback diagram (4.1) may be rewritten in the form (4.13) so in fact X is represented as a pullback of a pair of locally free lattices X1 and Xs . For each fl E Aut Xs , define a new A-lattice /3X by means of (4.10) and (4.11). It follows from Lemma 4.4 that each such /IX is also a locally free A-lattice, and that there are equalities
holding true in KX.
LEMMA 4.14. Let X and X' be locali) free A-Zattices, and define X,l, Xi by formulas (4.12), with X' in place of X. Given A,-isomorphisms fi : Xi g X,', i = 1,2, there is a A-isomorphism x' s /3X for some ,!I E Aut Xs .
Further Proof. Let X and x' be a given pair of locally free lattices, such that there exist A,-isomorphisms fi : Xi z X,', i = 1,2. By (4.11) we may write X = {(xl , x2): xi E Xi , ezl = Z2}, X' = {( YI , Yz): Yi E X,l, es = %k Now each fi induces a ii-isomorphism 3i : Xi s Xi, i = 1,2. Hence we have X' = {(fl% 9 fi%) : xi E X, , e'(fZ) = fixz> = {(fix1 ,fi4 : xi E Xi , esi5 = 361.
Define 8: Xs z Xi by setting ge = 19'3~ , and let /I = 3;' . g E Aut Xa .
Then we may write
It is then clear that the map defined by (xi , x2) + (fix1 ,f&a) gives the desired A-isomorphism /3X e X'. Turning to the second assertion in the lemma, let /3, ,6' E Aut X, and let there be given a A-isomorphism p: /3X g j3'X. Using the identifications Ai./3X=Ai./3X'==XiinKX, i = 1,2, it follows at once that p induces automorphisms fi E Aut Xi , i = 1, 2.
But then P(S 3 4 = (fl% ,fz%)t 65 9 4 EPX* Since p(xi , xa) E ,EX, we conclude that B'wl%> = 32% for all (x1 , xs) E /3X.
However, /IfG1 = %a whenever (x1 , x2) E /3X, and consequently S'wl%> = 3dBW whenever (x1 , x2) E /3X.
Thus the ii-isomorphisms /3'& andJa/38 agree on all elements %i , where x1 ranges over all first components of elements of /3X. Since A, * ,6!X = XI , these elements x1 generate X1 as A,-module, and hence the elements $1 generate X1 as ir-module. Therefore that is, where the last equality follows from the definition of 8*. We have thus shown that if /IX g j3'X, then /3' E B, * ,B * BI . All of the above steps are reversible, so the proof of the lemma is completed.
Remarks 4.16. (i) Let X be any projective A-lattice, not necessarily locally free. Then X is given by a fibre product (4.1), with each A, @ X a projective Ad-lattice, i = 1,2. If both A, @ X and A, @ X are locally free, it follows from (4.4) that also X is locally free. We have thus proved:
If in addition to the hypotheses (1.8) we assume that every projective A,-lattice is locally free, i = 1,2, then also every projective A-lattice is locally free.
(ii) The proof of Lemma 4.14 carries over unchanged to the more general situation in which X and X' are merely assumed to be projective A-lattices, not necessarily locally free. One need only use (4.7) in place of (4.4) in the relevant parts of the proof. where q+ , v2 are the maps occurring in (1.1). Let us collect all of the information so far obtained about these lattices {AU} into a single lemma. PYOOJ Part (i) is a special case of (4.4), part (ii) a special case of (4.18), and part (iii) a special case of (4.17). Part (iv) is a special case of the first assertion in Lemma 4.14, once we take the remarks in (4.16) into account. Finally, part (v) is a special case of (4.15), except that we must reverse the order of the factors on the right hand side of (4.15) because of the anti-isomorphism between Aut d and u(A).
We are now ready to define a connecting homomorphism 
G-W,) x 'S(4) det u(A) -+ D(A) + D(A,) + D(A,) -+ 0 (5.4)
is exact whenever /i is commutative.
MILNOR'S MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCE
Before proceeding to specific computations, let us briefly discuss the relation between Milnor's sequence and those given in Section 5. Let A be a fibre product of A, and A,, as in (IA), so by Milnor's Theorem (see [l, p. 4811 or [12] ), there is an exact sequence If /I is commutative, it is easy to obtain from (6.2) the exact sequence given in (5.4). When if is not commutative, we could obtain (5.1) from (6.2) and (6.3), by examining the proof of the exactness of (6.2). Of course, the relevant part of the proof will be just a more general version of the arguments given in Section 4.
APPLICATIONS
We shall now give several illustrations of the usefulness of the exact sequences (1.9) and (1.12). This agrees with an earlier result of Ullom [21] , who showed that the above groups have the same order.
Since u(ZH) C u(RH), it remains for us to calculate the image u*(RH) of u(RH) in u(zH). As a matter of fact, it was shown in [16] it follows that u*(ZV) = (1, S, t, st} is a subgroup of index 2 in u(ZV). But by using DieudonnC determinants (see [16] ), it is not hard to verify that the unit 1 + s + t of ZV does not lie in det G&(H). We may then conclude that ) D(ZG)] = 2, a result proved in [16J in a more complicated manner. Martinet [16] by another approach, which nevertheless made use of the pullback diagram (7.3).
(ii) It is possible to handle the more general case when G is a nonabelian group of order pq, say G = (x, y: x* = 1, yq = 1, yXJ'-' = XT>.
Here, p is any odd prime, 4 is any divisor of p -1, and r is a primitive qth root of 1 modp. A partial approach to the calculation of D(ZG) is given in [13] , where ZG-lattices are classified. However, even without using this classification, it is possible to calculate D(ZG) explicitly, by using an analog of (7.3) and the exact sequence associated with it. It turns out that there is an epimorphism of D(ZG) onto D(ZH), where H = < y), and that the kernel of this epimorphism is cyclic of order q/(4,2). Details may be found in [7] . We shall use Jacobi&i's formula (see [9, 161) to compute D(R 0 H). where a E u(.Za), then N(t) = a. Hence the numerator in the above formula is precisely the ideal group generated by {Zu: a E 2, a odd).
We shall prove that D(R 0 H) = 0 by showing that every odd rational integer 2m + 1 is expressible as N(v) for some 17 E u((R o H),). Indeed, if 7 E R 0 H is such that N(v) = 2m + 1, then 7 is automatically a unit in (R 0 H)z . Now it is easily checked that In particular, we obtain from (7.3) the pullback diagram
Here we have an example of a fibre product in which the map vz is surjective, but q1 is not surjective. We thus have an exact sequence Let Pa = S n (1 -w)R, so SIP, e z. The mapping v1 is then given by the composite S-+S/P,~~CzH.
Let u E S have image il in z; we know from [16] that the map u + e gives an epimorphism of u(S) onto u(z).
Let p: ZH g Z 4 Z be the ring isomorphism defined via Then for u E u(S), we have
On the other hand, it is easily seen that u(ZH) = { fl, &y}, so p{u*(ZH)} consists of the 4 elements h( 1, f 1). Therefore where G ranges over cyclic p-groups, p a fixed prime. Friihlich [5] proved that (8.1) remains valid for the cases p = 2, 3, when G ranges over all elementary p-groups. We shall now generalize these results. An independent proof of this theorem, for the case where each Gd is a p-group, has been communicated to the authors by Friihlich (see [6a] ). His calculations are somewhat more explicit than ours, but in essence both hisproof and ours depend on a basic idea used by Kervaire and Murthy [lo] and by Ullom [21] . The proof of Theorem 8.2 splits into two cases, depending on whether 1 Gi 1 is a prime power or not. In either case, we shall make use of the following earlier result (see [5, 161) :
We begin the proof of Theorem 8.2 by handling the case of p-groups. Let us first dispose of the case where p = 2. By [5] , (8.1) is valid when G ranges over elementary 2-groups; on the other hand, by [lo] (8.1) holds when G ranges over cyclic 2-groups. But any abelian 2-group of large order has either a large elementary factor group or a large cyclic factor group. It follows at once from (8.3) that (8.1) is valid with G ranging over arbitrary abelian 2-groups. Thus it suffices for us to concentrate on the case where p is odd. We shall prove the following theorem, which of course implies the validity of (8.1) for abelian p-groups G. We shall use this formula later in the proof.
Step 3. Let us recall two basic results. The first result is due to Kummer (see [22] ), the second to G. Higman (see 131).
Suppose in our particular case that our group G is of exponent pk, where But by (8.9) , each ui is a root of unity times a real unit, so each u& is a root of unity and hence has finite order. Thus ulcu is a unit of SG of finite order, and so by (8.10) we have ujcu = g-g-2 (8.12) for some i and some g E G, Once we show that the plus sign must occur, we immediately deduce (8.11) . N ow there are ring homomorphisms SG+..ZG-tZ, the first being induced by S + S/( 1 -&9 g 2, thesecond being the augmentation map. If p : SG + 2 is the composite map, then p(m) = pu. On the other hand, p( &t-*ig-2) = il. Hence the minus sign cannot occur in (8.12) , and the validity of (8.11) for some i and g is established.
Step 4. Starting with the pullback diagram (8.6) our exact sequence (1. we have ~(u * w%) E u(z) x U+. Noting that q~(w%) E G, it follows that cp(u) E u(Z) x &I+. A similar argument works for v(u(ZG)), which establishes (8.13) and completes the proof of Theorem 8.4. The next step in the proof of Theorem 8.2 deals with the case where 1 Gi 1 has at least two distinct prime divisors, and by (8.3) it will be enough to consider the situation in which G is cyclic of order pq, where p and q are distinct primes. Let us write pf=l(modq), fg=q-1; qf' E 1 (modp),
where f is the order of p mod q, and f' the order of q mod p. We define f even, f odd.
(8.14)
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Obviously N( p, 4) is always an integer. Likewise define N(q, p) by corresponding formulae, by interchangingp and q and using f ', g' in place off, g.
We shall now establish (8.18) where n is some positive integer, and u*(S) denotes the image of u(S) in z&f).
In Steps 2 and 3 we shall investigate [U(A): U*(S)].
Step 2. From the fact that f is the order of p mod q, it follows (see [22] ) that It is easily checked that the map m 3 m/cm induces a monomorphism (8.20) We apply this to the case where M = S, and begin by determining Mexplicitly. We claim that M-= group of roots of unity of S. Clearly Mcontains all roots of unity of S. Let u E M-, so cu = 21-i. Since cu = ii, itfollowsthatu~=1,whenceju~2=1,soju( =l.ButlikewiseIz~j=l for each algebraic conjugate ~a of u, so (see [22] ) u is a root of unity.
In the case where M = S, the above discussion shows that M-is a cyclic group of even order, so Case 2. p, < N. Since the largest prime factor of n, is < N, it follows from (8.25) that qN 1 n, for some prime q. Now use (8.24 ii, iii) to show that I D(ZGJl > N, as claimed.
We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 8.2. Actually, we may easily obtain better lower bounds for I D(ZG)I. Even when G is cyclic of order 2p, p an odd prime, it is not hard to see that I D(ZG)I > po9/ln9)-l for some positive constant h. Similar refinements may be made for the other cases considered in Lemma 8.24.
